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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

All Families Surrogacy Staff Heads to Tel Aviv for Men Having Babies 
Conference in March 

BEAVERTON, OR – February 21, 2017 – All Families Surrogacy (AFS), a full-
service gestational surrogacy agency headquartered in Beaverton, will join the 
Men Having Babies conference in Tel Aviv, Israel, March 2-3. AFS will meet with 
gay men hoping to form families through surrogacy to introduce them to the 
agency and its team members. There will also be a hosted cocktail party for 
current Israeli clients. 

All Families Surrogacy works with intended parents worldwide and gestational 
surrogates across the United States, helping to create families through 
gestational surrogacy – a family building option that is gaining popularity across 
the country, and in Oregon in particular. 

The majority of AFS staff are former surrogates, giving the agency unique insight 
into the surrogacy experience. Three AFS staff members traveling to the 
conference were surrogates for Israeli parents; all plan on meeting up with the 
families while overseas. 

“I’m excited to see the babies again,” says Angela Padilla, Surrogate Case 
Manager at AFS who delivered twins last November. “And to see their daddies, 
of course,” she added. 

Erin Erck, a Surrogate Intake Coordinator with AFS, also delivered a child for two 
fathers from Israel in December. “I can’t wait to see how much she has grown 
and to visit with the whole family,” she says of her upcoming trip for the March 
conference. 
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“We love being a part of building families, and surrogacy is an amazing 
experience,” says Carey Flamer-Powell, Founder and Director of All Families 
Surrogacy. “Everyone is looking forward to the conference and visiting with 
those families we have become so close to through surrogacy.” Flamer-Powell is 
also an experienced gestational surrogate, having given birth to a little boy for 
his two moms in 2014. 

About All Families Surrogacy 
 
All Families Surrogacy, LLC is a full service gestational surrogacy agency 
headquartered in Beaverton, focused on helping the LGBTQ community 
become parents through surrogacy. All Families Surrogacy, LLC is owned and 
operated by a lesbian mother who is also an experienced gestational surrogate 
and several members of the All Families Surrogacy staff are also experienced 
surrogates.  
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